
Perimeter means

What is the perimeter of a square of side 3 centimetres?

What does it mean to say that the perimeter is 1 2 centimetres?

If we add the lengths of all the four sides, we get 12

centimetres, right?

We can say this in another way. Suppose we place apiece

ofthread all round the square, exactly coinciding with the

sides; if we straighten this string, its length would be 12

centimetres.

Now how do we find the perimeter of a circle of diameter

3 centimetres?

We cannot compute it as in the case ofa square; but as in
the second explanation above, we can place a string around

it, straighten and measure. Try it!

Draw circles ofvarious diameter and find their perimeter

like this.

Practice and theory

When we want to fence a compound,
we have to find its perimeter. To know
how far a wheel would move ahead as

it rolates once, we have to calculate irs
perimeter. Thus there are several
situations where we need the perimeter.

For one-shot applications, we can put a
piece ofstring or rope around to get the
perimeter. But formulating general
principles for the computation of
perimeter, according to the nature ofthe
shapes, makes such measurements
easier. Once ue kno\ that the pe rimeler
of a square is four times the length of
one side. we can compute the perimeter
by simply measuring one side.

Moreover. deeper anall sis o f perimeler
and area are possible only through such
general principles. To answer questions
like, "can we increase area just by
increasing the perimeter?" or "what is

the largest area we can enclose within a
given piece of rope?" we need
mathematical principles on the relation
b etwe en various measures of
geometrical shapes.
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Proportional change

There are several situations where one

quantity increases and a related quantity

also increases. For example, height
increases (to a certain extent) with age

and distance travelled (in a specific time)
increases with speed. These are some

instances of such situations we
experience in our daily life.

But among these, only a special kind of
variation is called proportional in
mathematics, as explained in the Class 8

textbook. To be called proportional, when

one quantity is doubled, the other must

also double; the same kind of change

should occurwhen one quantity is tripled
or made one and ahalftimes the original.
In shor1, the ratio ofthe quantities should
not change.

Generally speaking, the distance travelled

is proportional to speed; while height is

not proportional to age. (Recall the more

exact examples discussed in the Class 8

textbook.)

Perimeter and diameter

When the diameter is increased, the perimeter also increases.

In such instances where one quantity increases with the

increase in another qr-r,antity, there is a natural question: is this

change proportional?

In other words, when the diameter is doubled, does the
perimeter also become double? Or when the diameter is

tripled, does the perimeter a.lso become triple?

ln squares (and other regular polygons) the relation between

the length ofone side and the perimeter is like this. Let's
check whether what we said above is true lor circles.

Cut out a circle from athick sheet ofpaper. Place apiece of
thread exactly around it and cut it out. Next cut out a circle

ofdouble the diameter and then a piece ofstring winding
exactly once around it.

Compare the lengths ofthe two strings. Isn't the second one

double the first? Next do this for a circle ofthrice the diameter.

Isn't the perimeter also tripled?

Circles and polygons

We can think about the perimeter of a circle in another

manner. Look at the pictures below:



Different regular polygons are drawn inside a circle. As the

number ofsides increases, doesn't the polygon get closer

and closerto the circle?

Look at this picture:

Here the regularpolygon drawn has 12 sides. Isn't it pretty

close to the circle?

As we go on increasing the number of sides fur1her, the

polygon becomes more and more circlelike.

Thus the perimeter ofthese polygons get closer and closer to

the perimeter ofthe circle.

Now look at this pictwe:

Two circles with the same centre. The diameter of the larger

circle is double that ofthe smaller circle.

The second picture shows equilateral triangles within each

circle. Is there any relation between the lengths ofthe sides

olthese triangles?

(hrulor Mcosuros

Circular thoughts

It is evident that as the diameter of a

circle increases, so does the perimeter.

We do not know exactly when in history
people recognized this change to be

proportional. Maybe such an idea
developed through years of experience
in measuring the d iameter and perimeter

of circles.

From historical records, we see that this
fact was well known in Babylon and

Egypt, at least by 2000 BC. Thoughts as

to why it is so and what the mathematical
relation is, developed only later.

o
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Doing it with polygons

Even from very early times, we find
comparison ofthe perimeter and area of
circles with those of squares and

hexagons. Thus in a Babylonian clay
tablet dated around 1600 BC, we find
the statement that the perimeter of a

hexagon inscribed in a circle is

ofthe perimeter ofthe circle;

24
lhis means - _ . And it is approximately

)J

correct.

t he thought that ;nstead ofcomparing a

circle with a single polygon, we can

approximate it better by a sequence of
polygons of increasing number of sides,

developed in ancient Greece. This idea

was first proposed by the thinker
Antiphone, who lived in the fifth century

BC. It was made more clear in the fourth
century by Eudoxus. It was developed

into an efficient technique to compute the

perimeter of circles (and other curves)

byArchimedes, who lived inthe second

century BC and who is one of the
greatest scientists of alltimes.

Look at this picture:

LOAB and LOCD are similar. (why?) Also OC =2 x OA.

So, CD -2 x lB . Thus the length ofa side ofthe larger

triangle is double the length ofa side ofthe smaller triangle.

So, the perimeter ofthe larger triangle also is double the
perimeter ofthe smaller triangle.

This is true for other polygons also, isn't it?

Suppose we go on drawing regular polygons of more and

more sides within each cicle. The perimeters ofthe polygons

within each circle get closer and closer to the perimeter of
that circle.

And at every stage, the perimeter ofthe larger polygon is

double the perimeter ofthe smallerpolygon.

What can we say from all this?

:?,
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The perimeter ofthe larger circle is double the perimeter of
the smaller circle.

Now a question: a piece of wire is bent to form a circle of
diameter 4 centimetres. If a wire of half the length is bent to

form a circle, what would be its diameter?

A new number

We saw that the perimeter of a circle is proporlional to its

diameter. So, there must be a constant ofproportionality (see

the section, Constancy in change ofthe lesson, Ratio and

Proportion in the Class 8 textbook). In other words, the

perimeter of any circle divided by it diameter must give the

same number.

If we measure the perimeter ofvarious circles and divide

each by its diarneter, we can see that this number is slightly

more than 3.

Actually this number is inational; not onlythat, its powers

and sums ofpowers are al1 irrational. So, it cannot even be

written as a square root or a cube root (like f or {[ ). In

fact there is a special symbol in mathematics for this number:

11.

It is the letter named "pi" in the Greek alphabet.

Thus

perimeter of circle - n
diameter of circ le

Since n is an irrational number, we can only give its
approximate values as rational numbers. The decimal forms

of such rational numbers are

3.i, 3.14, 3.141, 3.141s, 3.14159, . . .

So, we can write in short

n = 3.14159...

Now how do we compute the perimeter of a circle of specified

diameter?

.i; r'!:

Tale of a name

Once it became known that the
perimeter of a circle is proportional to
its diameter, it was understood that the
perimeter ofany circle is a fixed number
oftimes its diameter. Later investigation5

were directed towards finding this
number

In early times, various fractions which
approximate this numberwere used. The
approximations were improved at
different times, in different places.

Though it was proved only much later
thatthis number is an irrational, this fact
must have been recognized very early.

This circle number was named n by the
(not so well known) English mathe
matician William Jones in 1707 AD.

This symbol gained popularity and finally
universal acceptance, after the great

Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler
used it extensively in his works.



Name and meaning

Just as the English alphabet consists of
the 26 letters a, b, c,. . . , the Greek

alphabet consists of24 letters,cr, p, y, ...,

which are named alpha, beta, gamma and

so on. (So now you know why it is called

an alphabet)

The Greek word for perimeter is
"perimetroz" (nepLpetpo(). lt is the first
letter n in this that William Jones first
used (and we still use) for the number
got by dividing the perimeter ofa circle
by its diameter.

perimeter of acircle = n x diameter

The size ofa circle is often specified in terms ofthe radius.

So, we often say that

perimeter of a circle = 2 x r x radius

For example, the perimeter of a circle ofradius 4 metres is

2nx4=8nmetres

If we take

n * 3.141

corect to three decimal places, then we can compute the

perimeter approximately as

8 x 3.141 - 25.128 metres

That is 25metres and l28millimetres.

Similarly, can'tyou find the perimeter of a circle ofradius 5

centimetres, conect to a millimetre?

. Compute the perimeter of each of the circles shown

below. corect to a millimetre.

'i'i,i
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In the figwe below, how much more is the perimeter of
the larger circle than that ofthe smaller circle?

A wheel ofradius 20 centimetres rolls along. How much

would it move ahead after 10 rotations?

Arcs

We have often drawn parts of circles, instead of fuIl circles,

for marking positions and so on. Look at this picture:

AB and PQ are parts of a circle.

Such a part ofa circle is called an arc.

Usually, we write AB or PQto denote the line joining two

points. So, if we simply wdtelB, there will be confusion as

to whether we mean a line or an arc;.

n through the ages

We have seen that thoughts on the
methods to find the perimeter and area

ofcircles is about fourthousand years old.
In the language ofthe present, these can

be interpreted as efforts to compute
approximate values of r.

In Class 8, we have mentioned the
Ahmose Papyrus from ancient Egypt.
The method used to do a problem in that

256
d,n oLnE hl takinq - as an anoroximal"e- 8t

value of n. (The decimal form of this is

approximately 3.16). From a Babylonian
tablet of roughly this time ( 1500 BC), we

28
fn-Id - , i.125 asan approximation Forn.

X

The indian text salapothabrahmana ,

139
sires lhe aooroximale ralue - i.138' l0t{

Drawing polygons of 96 sides within and

outside a circle, Archimedes found that

--- r' ; thal is 1.1408 - 7r < i. 1428. In
11 1

480 AD, the Chinese mathematician
Zu Chong Zhi used polygons of
12288 sides to refine this estimate as

3.1415926 <n <3.1415927

This is correct up to eight decimal places.

Better values could be found onlv after
about thousand years.



To get over this, we usually take

a point between I and B in the

circle and name the arc ACB.

Arcs and angles

ln the figure below, ABP is an

arc ofthe circle.

Suppose the point P moves away from l, along the circle:

n in Kerala

Madhavan was an astronomer and

mathematician who lived in Keraladuring
the thirteenth century (His name is often
referred to as Samgamagrama
Madhavan.) The method he used to
compute approximate values of n is a

turning point in the history of
mathemat ics. Instead ofthe geometric

methods used for this tillhistime, he used

numerical methods.

He found out that the sequence of
numbers

111
l. l- .l- + .l-tt5

111+-357
got by altemately adding and subtracting

reciprocals of odd numbers, gets closer

I
and closer to r. (This technique uas

4

rediscovered independently by the Scot
mathematician Gregory and the German

mathematician Leibniz during the
seventeenth century.)

This method has the defect that the
approximations obtained this way
approach n rather slowly. To get the
approximation got by Archimedes, we

have to find the sum ofabout 4000 such

numbers. But Madhava himself found out

a new method:

1111
rn= l- + . , l]tz J,l 5^l' ?^t'

and computed

n = 3.14159265359
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Then the length ofthe arc IBP also increases. Now look at

As the length ofthe arc IBP increases, so does the angle

AOP atthe cenlre ofthe circle.

The angle made byjoining the end points ofan arc to the
centre ofthe circle is calledthe central angle ofthe arc.

Thus, as the arc length increases, so does the central angle.

Look at these pictures:

What happens ifthe central angle increases by another 45'?

Math, computer and n

The famous Indian mathematician ofthe
r$ entieth century. Srinirasa Ramanujan.

devised several methods similar to
Madhavan's, to compute the
approximate values of r.

Some ofthese were used in computers
in 1989 and the value ofn conect to a
billion decimal places was found. The
current accuracy is about 2.7 trillion
decimalplaces.



n in Linux

We can also get the value of n upto
several digits. For this, we can use the

calculator bc in gnu/Linux. Open a

terminal and type

bcl
After pressing the Enter key, if we type

,1*a(l)

we get n correct to twenty decimal
places. Next if we type

tcalc = 100

press Enter and then t)?e

4* tt(\)
again, we get the value of n correct to
hundred decimal places. Here is what you
get:

3. 1 4 | 5926 53 5 897 9323 84626433

8327 9502884197 1 69399375 1 0

5 82097 49 4 4 5923 01 81 6 40 628 6

2089986280:i48253 42t 1 1 061 6

The central angle ofthe arc IBP is now 1 80". Suppose P

goes down 45' more?

We say that the

180" + 45" = 225"

central angle of the arc IBP is now

When P moves 45' more to the right, the central

becomes 270'; another 45' up and it becomes 3 15'.

angle

B

A

B

A

.:

45" more upwards andl-BP becomes the full circle.
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Now look at this problem:

ln the figure below,ABCDEF is aregular hexagon with its
vertices on a circle.

Calculate the central angles of the arcs APB, APC,APD,

APE and APF.

Length ofan arc

How do we measure the length of an arc of a circle? We can

measure it using a piece of string. Let's see how we can

calculate it instead. It is not difficult to measure the central

angle ofan arc. So, we need only find the relation between

the central angle and the arc length.

Let's check whether they are proportional.

What we call 1 " is the angle made at the centre of a circle

when the circle is divided into 360 equal parts. (See the sectiorl

Measure ofan angle, ofthe lesson Slant and Spread in the

Class 6 textbook)

In other words, 1o is the central anele ofan arc which is ,-L
ofthe whole circle. Two such angles make 2o, three ofthem

l'
make 3', halfofit is ; ; thus Boes angle measurement. Ifthe

radius ofa circle is denoted by r, its perimeter is 2nr . So,

the length ofan arc ofcentral angle f is

of perimeter = 2nr x

What about an arc ofcentral angle 2"?

22
arc lenslh 

- 
of oerimeter - 2nr" 160 ' 160

I

360

I

360

Slant and spread and turn

We have seen angles as slant or spread

in Class 6.

We can use angles to measure
movement around a circle. For example,
the hour hand of a clock makes a

complete rotation in 12 hours. So, it
travels 30" every hour. How much in one

minute?

Similarly, the minute hand makes a

complete rotation every hour. So, how
much does it travel every minute? And
in one second?

What is the angle between the hands of
a clock at exactly ten? What about ten
minutes after ten?



l.
For an arc ofcentral ansle -

arc length -
1_X
2

1

,* of perimeter = 2rr x
11
2 360

In general, for an arc ofcentral angle xo,

2nrxxx x
Zxr x

360

For example, in a circle ofradius 2 centimetres, ifthe central

angle ofan arc is 80", then the lenglh ofthis arc is

l_
360

RO

360

28n4xx =-cm99

In other words, the length ofthis arc is 2 parts out ofthe
division ofthe circle into 9 equal parts :

,1s
d

Circumference of the earth

The circumference ofthe earlh was first
computed by the Greek scientist and poet

Eratosthenes, who lived in the second

century BC. (The perimeter of a circle
is often called its circumference).

Eratosthenes came to know that on a
particular day in the Egyptian town of
Syene, the sun would be directly
overhead at noon and so, there would
be no shadows at that time. Using a pole

stuck on the ground, he computed the

slant of the sun rays at that particular
time in the town of Alexandria, where
he worked.

.' <z)
s$$

.t1
:.r+- '

Syene

..\..''

Assuming the sun's rays to be parallel,
the central angle of the arc on earth
joining Alexandria and Syene is equal to

this slant. The length of this arc is the

distance between these two towns.

So, ifthe slant ofsun rays atAlexandria
is a' and the distance to Syene is d, the

circumference of the earth can be

360
computed as x d.

l7

etad



The relation between the arc length and central angle can

also be stated thus :

The length ofan arc ofa circle is that part ofthe
perimeter of the circle, as the central angle is of
360".

For example, of 360" and so in any circle, the

length of an arc of central angle 60' would be I
6

of the

perimeter of the circle.

Now try these problems on your own.

. ln a circle ofradius 3 centimetres, what is the length of
an arc ofcentral angle 30"?

. In a circle ofradius 2 centimetres, what is the length of
an arc ofcentral angle 300'?

. In a circle, the lengtli ofan arc ofcentral angle 40' is 3

centimetres. What is the perimeter ofthe circle? What

is its radius?

. The length of an arc ofa circle is 4 centimefres, What

is the length of an arc ofthe same cental angle, in a

circle ofdouble the radius?

. In the figure below, each curved line is an arc ofa
circle centered at a vertex ofthe triangle.

W hatis AIe perjm eterof the figule? H ow m any sjdr
fi3rrres can bem ade by sbabhbnjng a cjrcb of]adius
4 cel]tin ebes?

'
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Perimeter and area

In all ancient records, we find more of
methods to find the area ofa circle than
methods to find the perimeter.

In practical terms, the perimeter ofany
figure can be actually measured using a

rope or a tape. But we cannot directly
measure the areas ofeven polygons, can

we?Area can only be computed in terms
of some measurable len gth s.

So,mathematical principles and
techniques are very much needed to find
out areas.

1

60'is ;

.j \^ P'.

| ,.t ....

,. 4cm



Ancient math

We have mentioned the Ahmose
Papyrus. The fiftieth problem in it is to

find the area of a circle of diameter 9.

The answer given is that it is equal to
the area of a square of side 8. A clue

about the logic behind this is given by

the lorry -eighth problem. It only contains

a picture like the one shown below and

the computation of 8'? and 9'z.

What does this mean? Look at these

pictures:

The area of the octagon got by cutting
off the corners of the square is
approximately equal to the area of the

circle. lf we take the diameter of the

circle as 9, then the side of each small
square is 3 and its area is 9. So, the area

ofthe octagon is 7 x 9 = 63. (How?)
The area ofthe circle is slightly larger.

So, instead of63, it is taken as 64 = 8'?.

Area

How do we find the area of a circle?

If we draw regular polygons with more and more sides within
the circle, their areas would get closer and closerto the area

ofthe circle.

Let's see how we can find the area ofsuch a polygon:

By joining the vertices ofthe polygon to the centre ofthe
circle, we can divide the polygon into triangles:

The area of the polygon is the sum ofthe areas ofthese
triangles; and all these triangles are congruent.
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So, to find the mea ofthe polygon, we need only multiply the

area ofone triangle by the number oftriangles.

To find the area of a triangle, we have to draw the

perpendicular from the centre ofthe circle to a side ofthe
polygon.

If we denote the length ofthis perpendicular by ft and the

length ofone side ofthe polygon by s, then the area ofthe
triangle is

1

h= - sh
2

Ifthe polygon has n sides, then its area is

I
nx-sh

2

in this, ns is the sum ofall sides ofthe polygon; in other

words, its perimeter. Ifwe denote this perimeter byp, then

area ofthe polyg on - f, *

Now as we increase the number ofsides, the polygon gets

closer and closer to the circle; the perimeter and area ofthe
polygon get closer and closer to the perimeter and area of
the circle.

Moreover, the perpendicular lrom the centre to a side gets

clcser and closer to the radius olthe circle.

I_ X,SX
2

I
--nsh

2

Circle and triangle

What Archimedes says about the area

ofacircle is this:

The area of a circle is equal
to lhe areu of a right angled
lriangle whose perpenditular
sides ure equal lo the radius and
lhe circuntference o;f the circle

What is the logic behind this?

Think ofa circle as being made up ofa
great number of smaller and smaller

circles within it:

Now imagine that all these are cut by a

radius ofthe original circle:

Suppose we shaighten all the circles cul

like this and stack them as belou:

Something like a right angled triangle,

right? As the number of inner circles

increases, this figure would become

more and more close to a right angled

triangle . Is there any relation between

the perpendicular sides ofthis triangle

and some measures ofthe circle?



Practical math

To find the perimeter of a circle, the
practical method is to use a piece ofrope
or string. The mathematical formula 2nr
is needed only for theoretical studies

related to the perimeter.

Similarly, the practical method to find the

area of a circle is to measure the
perimeter and radius and multiply half
the perimeter by halfthe diameter.

Thus as the number ofsides ofthe polygon increases, in the

1

area; rh olthe polygon, the perimeter gets closer and

closer to the perimeter ofthe circle and the perpendicular

distance fr gets closer and closer to the radius ofthe circle.

Thus

I
area ofthe circle = x pedmeter ofthe circle x radius

The perimeter ofthe circle is the radius of the circle multiplied

by 2n, isn't it?

So.

I
area ofthe circle = x 2n x radius x radius

- 7r x square ofradius

For example, the area ofa circle ofradius 2 centimetres is

nx22=4squarecentimetres. If we take n = 3.14, we get

the area as approximately 12.5 square centimetres.

Look at another example:

. Compute the area ofthe shaded part ofthe picture

below:

4 q}l

The area ofthe shaded pafi is got by subtracting the

area ofthe circle liom the area ofthe square, right?



The diameter ofthe circle is equal to the side ofthe
square. So, the radius is 2 centimetres. Now we can

furd the required area as

42 -xx22=16 4x

Thus the area ofthe shaded part is 16 - 4n square

centimetres.

Now try these problems:

. In each ofthe figures below, find the area ofthe shaded

part

In the figure below, two points ofa circle arejoined to the

centre.

The figure obtained thus is called a.rectoi" ofthe chcle.

Thus a sector is formed by an arc of a circle and the radii

through its end points.

(irrulor ltlloosuros

Perimeter and area

We saw that the perimeter of a circle is
proportional to its diameter and I is the
constant of proportionality.

As the diameter increases, so does the
area; but this change is not proportional.
(Ifthe area is doubled, how many times
does the area become?.; But the area is

propotional to the square ofthe radius.
What is the constant of proportionality
here?

In other words, the perimeter ofa circle
is proportional to double the radius; the
area is proportional to the square ofthe
radius. In each ofthese, the constant of
proportionality is n itself.

i

r
4cm



Circles and polygons

For any regular polygon, we can draw a

circumcircle. The circumcentre is the

point of intersection of the perpendicular

bisectors ofthe sides. The perpendicular

dislance from this poinl to lhe \arious

sides of the polygon are all equal. The

area of the polygon is half the product

ofthe perimeter ofthe polygon and this
perpendicular distance.

Look at the picture below

As the central angle increases, so does the area ofthe sector.

As in the case of length ofarcs, the area ofa sector ofcentral

1

angle l' is ,* ofthe area ofthe circle. Using arguments

similar to those used in the computation of arc length, we can

show that the area ofa sector ofcentral angle x' is 1 of

the area ofthe whole circle.

The area ofa sector ofa circle is that part of the

area ofthe circle, as lhe centrdl angle is of360".

Thus in a circle ofradius r, a sector ofcentral angle x" has

x
z(ez nr2 x

360

For example, in a circle ofradius 4 centimetres, a sector of
central angle 30o has area

30 4n
nx42 x 

- 
- -sq. cm.360 r

Look at another example :

Find the area ofthe shaded part in the figure below:
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To find the areq we meed only subtract the area ofthe triangle

from the area ofthe sector as shorm inthe figures below:

area ofthe sector = nx22

= n sq.cm.

I
area ofthe triansl e = - x2x2"2

- 2 sq.cm.

So, the required area is n - 2 square centimetres.

Now try these problems:

. In each ofthe figures below, find the area ofthe shaded

part

90
X

360

Sector problem

What is the area of the shaded part in
the figure below?

The answer is given in the next page.

Before turning the page, think a little. A
hint: it can be done in head.

3 crn



Sector problem-Solution

In the figure below, the curved lines are all arcs of
circles centred on the vertices ofthe triangle.

What is the mea ofthis figure?


